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    Issue 2020/6                                                      JUNE   2020



 CONTACT DETAILS            EDITOR’S CORNER
    

This lockdown period has proved that members do read The Breed.   
Thank you all for the positive feedback and comments received.   
Once again it was encouraging to see the response for Mother’s Day 
photos. 

Some of the ladies were well and truly indulged with a special ‘treat’. 
Have a look at the photos on pgs 9-11.
Now don’t forget to keep this up gents - at least once a month!
  
Another interesting ‘Me and My MG’ story from Martin Davies can be 
found on pgs 5/6.

Keith Poole entertains with his Tickford saga on pgs 7/8.

In the April issue of The Breed, Neil Beck placed an advert selling his 
M-type chassis and spares.  As always there is a buyer for everything, 
no matter where they live.   Read Jane’s intriguing story on pgs 12/13 
about the outcome to the advert.

Did anyone guess who the people were in the old photographs that 
appeared in the May newsletter?   See how well you fared on pg 4.

Please remember to send in your articles and photos for the July 
newsletter by 23rd June.

              PATIENCE IS NOT THE ABILITY TO  WAIT, 
           BUT THE ABILITY TO KEEP A GOOD ATTITUDE WHILE WAITING.
                                    - Joyce Meyer
Fran   
  
  
_______________________________________________
Front page photos:  Viv James

1935 MG PA   owner and restorer - Viv James
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President   Joan Parker
   021 671 8379 / 082 214 7561
   joanrparker@gmail.com

 
Trustees    Stuart Leach
   021 785 3189 / 082 491 0687
   autolea@netactive.co.za 
  
                                                Gareth McConkey
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   gareth@jantech.co.za

Committee 

Chairman   Mike Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
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Honorary Secretary   Philip Roux
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   philipjroux@gmail.com
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Social & Events Secretary       Geoff Ballantyne
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                               geofferyballantyne@gmail.com

   
Editor & Publications               Fran Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

Membership Secretary Shirley Roux
    021 683 6979 / 083 360 7300
   shirleyroux@gmail.com

Registers   Neville Wyness
   021 782 9651 / 083 307 9936
   nwyness@mweb.co.za

Ex-Officio: 
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Our bank details:

Bank:       Standard Bank
Account:      MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code:      036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:     271157925

Disclaimer:
Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are 
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of 
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised 
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care 
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee 
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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   We have to agree that this has been a rather subdued time for all.  Our health is in jeopardy, the
   economy in dire straits, freedom of movement restricted, wine stock depleted and at present a 
   cold front arrived with a vengeance.  On the upside, the fuel price has dropped, who needs petrol 
   when the MG is confined to a garage?  In a recent email a member described the current, 
   general mood as ‘gatvol’ – for our ‘swallow’ members this means fed-up.  How very true!

   Nevertheless, there is some humour to be seen in the TV news casts.  One can only laugh at 
   the images of jerky, incoherent Skype interviewees and must question why it is necessary to
   exhibit such a clear view up their nostrils, so much so that the thought process is clearly obvious
   long before the spoken word is uttered.  What has this to do with the MG Club you may well ask?  
   Nothing at all – except to try and help save your sanity while your MG lingers in lockdown.

   Watching a few 1970/80 British produced comedies on You Tube, it is interesting to note how 
   often a MGB appears amongst the background traffic.  Mostly BGT it seems, but this is to be 
   expected considering the usual inclement, UK weather.  When it is raining MGB roadster owners
   always seem to emerge from their cars in oilskins and galoshes or soaked to the skin.  T-type 
   owners on the other hand, will attest to the water-tight integrity of their canvas weather equipment.

   As many of you are aware, club members Viv and Heather James were onboard a cruise ship 
   struck by a COVID-19 scare and they had to disembark in Marseille where, because of flight
   restrictions, were unable to return home for many weeks.  Finally they are back in Johannesburg
   under quarantine protocol and will soon be home in Cape Town.  We wish them both well after a
   very unfortunate ordeal.

   Committee news:  Club members can be assured that despite the complete absence of events
   and gatherings the Club is not in a dormant state.  Committee meetings are still conducted via 
   email with the minutes recorded.  The Indaba committee also conduct their meetings via email
   and will shortly be advising on the Indaba 2020 status.  Apart from the absence of any club 
   activities it is business as usual, although we are all eagerly awaiting to return to the normal 
   way of MG life.  

   What a pleasure it will be to see the octagon radiator cap at the end of the bonnet once again!
   Until next month, keep the tyre pressures up and batteries charged.   Go on, feel free to drool 
   over your MGs.
   
   Keep safe everyone.
       
   Mike             
              
                   
                 
                                                                                                                    

                          
          
   
   

  

     FROM THE CHAIR 
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                 SOCIAL NEWS
    

    
    OUT AND ABOUT
     
     Due to the COVID-19 virus and revised 
     government regulations, all future MG 
     events and meetings are cancelled until 
     further notice. 

 

              JUNE BIRTHDAYS

    1 -Tinus de Jongh     6 - Roger Tipping,  Jane Shonfeld 
  10 - Andre Swanepoel   11 - Peter Waker
  16 - Roger Bagshaw   17-  Kevin Hodgson
  18 - Tony Greenwood    23 - Beth James,  Rodney Squire-Howe
  25 - Les Wilson, Christa Andrag  26 - Robin Rich
  27 - Danie Marnewick   29 - Joe Loedolff,  Darryl Dickerson
  30 - Philip Roux, Vic Matthews

   Photos in the May newsletter:
   Group photo:- 
   back l/r:  
   Peter Jack  -  unknown couple (Saunders’ friends)  -  Pam Saunders  -  Dieter Reck  -  Dot Jack  - Brian Hogg
   front l/r:      
   unknown lady friend  -  Annie Hogg  -  Joan Parker  -  Loraine Reck  -  John Saunders

   Photo of two gents together:-  
   left:      Brian Hogg     
   right:   Dieter Reck
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        ME AND MY MG                              Martin Davies    
  

     After obtaining my MGTD in 2010 and MGBGT a year later, I was more than content with my small 
     collection of classic MGs, which I considered to be sufficient to enjoy, improve upon as required 
     and maintain to a reasonable standard.

    This was relatively short lived as at an MG Car Club breakfast run to Stodel’s Nursery in Durbanville
     in early 2013, past member Willis Smit arrived in his immaculate 1961 MGA roadster.  The car 
     was admired by many in attendance as Willis had just completed a 12 month refurbishment,
     which included rust removal from body panels, insertion of new steel and a complete respray to its 
     original colour of Old English White.  Although my admiration for the MGA was high, I was not in the 
     market to purchase it, the car was not for sale and all was left at that.

     

     
    

     Fast forward to Christmas day 2013 - I was based as chief engineer to a submarine supply and
     rescue ship which was leased to the Singapore Navy.  Christmas Day was a quiet day at Changi
     Naval Base in Singapore, my work was up to date, thus a couple of hours was spent checking 
     out classic car prices and sales on the British website ‘carandclassic’ purely for the sake of 
     curiosity.  This was followed by surfing through the ‘SA Gumtree’ website, where I came upon an
     advertisement inserted by Willis Smit, with photographs of his collection of 3 MGs including the 
     MGA.  Without considering cost, whether it was the right thing to do or whether I even wanted the 
     MGA, I immediately e-mailed Willis to ‘keep the car for me as I shall be returning to Cape Town in 
     a week’s time’. 

     Although he had received a number of queries from potential buyers, one in particular from 
     Stellenbosch, who insisted he purchase the car as a ‘first come first serve’ customer. Willis 
     informed this gentleman that a buyer was specifically flying to Cape Town from Singapore to 
     purchase the car.  Willis certainly kept to his word and I became the proud owner of a MGA 1600
     that originally I didn’t want.
 
     Ironically, shortly after purchasing the car, I 
     showed it at the annual IPA Classic Car and
     Bike Show at Timour Hall, in Plumstead during
     January 2014.  A certain irate gentleman was
     perusing the MG stand and enquired who the 
     old English white MGA belonged to.  I admitted 
     being the owner to which this gentleman 
     informed me, in no uncertain words, that the car 
     should have belonged to him.  Apparently, he 
     was the person from Stellenbosch who tried to
     coerce Willis to sell it to him. 
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   The car has an interesting history.  It was assembled at Motor Assemblies Durban as 
   Assembly No.:      MGA 717
   Chassis number:  GHN/100342
   Engine number:   16GA-U-H31597
   Licence number:   CA  4801
   The licence plate describes the car make as Leyland, not MG.

   During February, 2005 the car was issued with a police clearance chassis number 
   AAPV0120570441363.   The reasons for these two changes is unknown but assumed they 
   occurred simultaneously.

   The car was purchased new in early 1962 from Norton Motors, Cape Town by George Wakeford 
   of Wakeford Furnishers, Fish Hoek.  George at that time was 55 years of age and uncle to the late 
   Clive Wakeford, a past member of the MG Car Club, Cape Town Centre.  Clive purchased the car
   from his uncle in May 1964 with 15000 miles on the clock.  In 1966 Clive married and as the 
   couple had a second car, the MGA was used predominantly for club runs, Indabas and general 
   leisure driving around the Cape Peninsula.             
          
   In 1970 the car underwent a paint respray.  Willis passed onto me a history of servicing and 
   repairs carried out over the years whilst in the ownership of Clive Wakeford, including the MGA 
   Register recording dated 10th, April 2004.  
   Sadly, shortly after Willis purchased the car, Clive Wakeford passed away. 
 
   Willis spent the best part of 2013 refurbishing the car to its present state. Notably the magnificent 
   cowhide leather covering of the seats and trim.

   Upon arriving home from the MG Car Club 2020 AGM in March, I noted the coolant temperature
   to be higher than normal.  Investigation showed the core plug at the rear of the engine had failed 
   and was discharging coolant through a pin hole in the plug. 
 
   Shortly after this our President announced the COVID-19 lockdown for the whole of the country. 
   This was an ideal time to remove the engine and carry out a general overhaul, including renewal 
   of the four core plugs.
   Thus as I write, the engine has been dismantled, new core plugs, pistons and rings plus gaskets 
   have been ordered from Moss-Europe and I still await their delivery.
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    HORRIBLE HANDBRAKE HAPPENING                         Keith Poole

 
   
    One of the great pleasures of life in the countryside of the Breede River Valley, in South Africa’s 
   Western Cape Province, is that it is one of SA’s premier wine growing areas.  With that comes 
   the opportunity to use my Tickford coupe SA 0507 as a wedding car because several of the 
   wineries are well set up as wedding venues.   Added to this is the car’s charity fund-raising 
   power, built into the hire charge.

          
      
        Keith Poole with his Tickford SA 0507

  
   
  
   However this activity does have its hazards: 
   a recent bride was an extremely ‘big girl’ in both senses.
   
   When she was comfortably ensconced in the back seat
   with a bridesmaid in the front one, I found I could not release
   the handbrake to drive away.  Much embarrassed, I had to 
   ask her to dismount, placed a brick behind a rear wheel, 
   released the handbrake, re-loaded the ladies and set off.
                        
    Chassis distortion from parking on very uneven ground?  
   Super-tensioned h/b cables from car loading?      

   More likely a fault in the fly-off mechanism, was my conclusion. 
   The SA workshop manual makes no mention of the mechanism                  The bride and groom
   at all and “Blower” merely devotes two paragraphs to its 
   adjustment - almost certainly not my problem here.  So, remove 
   driving seat, floorboard and leather boot around mechanism. Then 
   un-bolt brake cross-shaft from chassis, strip, clean and examine. 

             

                          

  
  

                 Fig.1 - indicates the mechanism fully assembled 
         
      
              

                

                 Fig. 2 - indicates it reduced to its component parts
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    The cause of the problem immediately became obvious: the screw thread in the cylindrical peg 
    was stripped to almost nothing.  (This peg, shown in the components picture between the two 
    screws which guide the pawl movement, drives the rectangular toothed pawl down to engage
    with the fixed ratchet quadrant).  Hence the long, spring-loaded actuating rod attached to the 
    operating knob at the top of the brake lever, was very loose in the peg and could barely drive
    it up or down. The leverage between rod and peg is considerable; even when new, the threads 
    could be expected to start wearing loose rapidly.  Only 5-6 turns actually engage with the rod ~
    a clear design weakness.

    Clearly a new peg had to be made, but to an improved design with long life in mind.  Fortunately
    the threads on the rod were almost unworn, so it made sense to utilise more of them. 

           
 

 
                
 
      Fig. 3  -   indicates a half-way stage in the manufacture of the new
          peg ‘carved ‘  from a 10mm bolt so that a threaded hole could run
        laterally through the bolt head, while the bolt stem formed the peg
            
  
  Inevitably some minor felling and adjustment were
  needed on re-assembly but the end result is a nice
  solid feel to the actions of applying and releasing
  the handbrake.   
  The new part is a small one but a light solution to a 
  heavy problem.                Fig.4 -   indicates the finished new peg threaded onto the rod   
          and in position on the pawl
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                                                        Sabine Kohler from Germany         Bronwyn Bruton about to tuck into lunch
             enjoying a special breakfast                                        

                                                                                                                                                                   

               
  
        
       

                  
                                            .

           
                    
       TRICK                    OR               TREAT      for Sue Jones

       
    
         

    

         MG Northern Centre Chairman, Pepi Gaspari 
                  and family celebrating their
                    mother’s 90th birthday,  
                  a few days before lockdown
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          3 generations of Reck ladies - Loraine, Maya and Nikki
                         

       

                                                        
                                         
 

       

                     

                      

                      Liz van Breda ‘treating’ the B to a spit and polish
                  
      
            
     

               Brian and Beth James 
                indulging in a delicious high tea    

         

       
     

  

          ‘Swallow’ Tina Irvin having a traditonal Devonshire Cream Tea
                  surrounded by VE Day bunting                                                      
        
     “Love to all our MG friends and keep those spirits up                                     
 we certainly are making the most of our
      lockdown here in Exeter and we have been having
         a lot of sunny weather, so it’s great on our patio.
                           Tina & Ian Irvin”
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  Shirley van der Hoek
   enjoying breakfast
   with her fur-child
                                
                         
 
    
        

 

              
            
  
                 

       

          

       
                             

       
                                       Then:    Frenske Otzen with son Peter                   
                       Now:     Peter with mom Frenske

       
      

   

   
                  
     
     
 

                   The Stork on it’s way to deliver a fur-baby to the home of Stella Elliott 
                        (Mike & Fran’s daughter)
     

                               
 
            
                            

 
              

                                 
            
           
         Hettie Glass with baby daughter Fran in 1975
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     IS THIS KARMA ?    -     Jane Beck

    
    Many years ago, an esteemed member of the MG Club thought Neil would like a new project, 
    having just completed the rebuild of his TC.  In due course a chassis and various other bits and 
    pieces were delivered and stored in our garage.  Months later some sort of financial arrangement
    was agreed upon and we became the owners of a 1929 M-type MG.  Over time Neil became 
    aware that the original car had previously been owned by another esteemed member of the club, 
    who still had quite a few mechanical parts of the car, including a 4-speed with silent 3rd Moss-
    Gear gearbox, which we have since learnt is extremely rare and sought after.  
    These were purchased and stored in the garage with the rest of the pieces.  Some were even 
    stored in the attic roof storage of our house.  This was to be a ‘retirement’ project.

     
   
                          
        The chassis and radiator cowl
                                 Moss Gear gear  
    
    In recent months, we have come to the conclusion that Neil will never have the time to be able to 
    start this project, let alone finish it and so thought we’d put it all up for sale.  We advertised it in 
    The Breed, The Vintage Minor Register and the local MMM group in March/April, realising all along 
    that this was not going to be an easy sell, as the rebuilding of it is a long and expensive project.  

    About two weeks ago we received an email from another
    esteemed gentleman of the MMM group and the Southern
    Cape MG Car Club to say that on a MMMs forum, he had
    seen there was a gentleman in Brisbane, Australia looking 
    for a M-type project.  His father is rebuilding a 12/12 replica 
    after having found a radiator cowl of an M-type in the bush 
    in Zimbabwe, before emigrating to Australia in 1981.

    To cut a long story short all the bits and pieces that we have
    of the M-type have been bought and are going to be packed
    up, crated and shipped to Brisbane as soon as the Covid-19
    virus epidemic allows.  
    
    Is this luck?  
    Yes, we think it is, but here is where it gets more interesting.
    
    The Australian gent’s wife’s name is Kim ~ we have a daughter, Kim.  His father raced a green
    Mini while living in Salisbury ~  Neil’s first Mini in the late 1970s was a green Mini GTS, he then 
    had a green Mini Cooper, green MGA Coupe, green MGB GT and now a green MG TC as well as 
    a green MG F.  The Australian gent’s first car his Dad gave him was a MG TC which he rebuilt and 
    sold when it was 90% complete, is green ~ as is our TC.   He also built a rolling chassis of an Austin 
    7 Ulster ~ we have Neil’s late brother’s Austin 7 Ulster in our garage, soon to be shipped to the UK.   

   



     
 
      

   The Australian gent’s ex-TC              Neil in his TC

   To sum it up:  We are extremely lucky to have found a buyer who has been an enthusiast from his
    youth under the influence of his father, who, although still busy on his M-type rebuild, has a health
    condition and is not able to do as much as he would like.  So this has now become a father/son 
    project as will the bits and pieces he bought from us.  Although the car is leaving our shores, it is
    going to a new owner with ‘African roots’!  With so many similarities between us we have found 
    just the right person to pass the project on to.   
    Call this Karma? I am not sure, however it is more than just coincidental.

                           

                         

     WANTED
     MG TC/TD water pump pulley.
     Contact:  Robin Rich (member)  021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538

     Boot Rack for a MGB.
     Contact:  Neville Wyness (member)  083 307  9936  / 021 782 9651

     
    FOR SALE
     MG TC/TD water pump.   This pump is a Rich Pumps version of the Racemettle Co. UK design.
     Google ‘T-Type Overheating - Part 3’ for details on this design.  The Racemettle photo 1 depicts a 
     two part seal.  Rich pumps uses a superior, one piece seal.  The working length of this type of seal
     is set when manufactured, thus no guessing here.  The pulley is a press fit which eliminates the 
     common T-type pulley wobble.
     The rebuild of this pump comprises (amongst others) the following:
            1.       New modern water pump spindle bearing
            2.       New modern cartridge/unitised mechanical seal
            3.       New modern 6 vane impeller
     Available at bargain price of R2250.00 plus your complete old pump.
     Contact:  Robin Rich (member) 021 903 3426 /  082 660 3538
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    FOR SALE
    
    2004 MG TF135   Well kept.
    Low mileage:  29997 miles (48275 km)   
    New, correct tyre sizes recently fitted.  Full service history.    
    Price: R75,000
    Contact:  Brian James (member)  082  5520586 
    email brian@brabek.co.za    

    

                   
       
         2005 MG TF160
          Mileage around 60 000km 
          Price:  open to any offers
          Contact:  James Verster-Cohen  (non-member)
           082 416 9809  email:  jverstercohen@gmail.com

    1974 MGB ROADSTER
     Has a certificate issued and authenticated by the
     British Motor Heritage Trust.  Done 26000 miles.
     Has overdrive in 3rd & 4th gear making it light on fuel.
     Been garaged (has a MG cover), with cut-off switch to
     save battery life and making it virtually theft proof.
     The replaced engine has been renovated with hardened 
     valves enabling to run on lead free fuel.
     Twin SU carburettors have been smoothed and 
     polished inside and new jets replaced for better airflow 
     and fuel consumption.
     Has a high performance coil and ht leads and an oil 
     cooler, making it one of the rare MGBs that does not 
     overheat in any traffic or weather conditions.
     Front shock absorbers have been replaced to factory standard.
     Included is a MG Handbook of that era and a limited edition, perpetual MG watch no: 111/135
     Also included are 4 Rosstyle wheels with good tyres.  Comes with a Roadworthy Certificate.
     Price:  R100,000 onco
     Contact:  Koos Vorster  (non-member)  083 453 7865

     
       These advertisements are placed for the benefit of MG Club members.   

            The MG Club has no involvement in these advertisements and does not warranty 

       the accuracy or content of the items listed.


